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All Verb 8s- K 

KASHERED ADEEHKRS KASHER, to kosher (to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws) [v] 

KAYAKING AAGIKKNY KAYAK, to travel in kayak (Inuit canoe) [v] 

KECKLING CEGIKKLN KECKLE, to wind with rope to prevent chafing [v] 

KEELHALE AEEEHKLL to keelhaul (to rebuke severely) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

KEELHAUL AEEHKLLU to rebuke severely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

KENNELED DEEEKLNN KENNEL, to keep in shelter for dogs [v] 

KERNELED DEEEKLNR KERNEL, to envelop as kernel (inner part of nut) [v] 

KERPLUNK EKKLNPRU to fall or drop with heavy sound [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

KEYBOARD ABDEKORY to operate machine by means of keyset [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

KEYNOTED DEEKNOTY KEYNOTE, to deliver main speech at function [v] 

KEYNOTES EEKNOSTY KEYNOTE, to deliver main speech at function [v] 

KEYPUNCH CEHKNPUY to perforate with machine [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

KIBBLING BBGIIKLN KIBBLE, to grind coarsely [v] 

KIBITZED BDEIIKTZ KIBITZ, to meddle (to interest oneself in what is not one's concern) [v] 

KIBITZES BEIIKSTZ KIBITZ, to meddle (to interest oneself in what is not one's concern) [v] 

KIBOSHED BDEHIKOS KIBOSH, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

KIBOSHES BEHIKOSS KIBOSH, to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of) [v] 

KIDNAPED ADDEIKNP KIDNAP, to take person by force and often for ransom [v] 

KINDLING DGIIKLNN KINDLE, to cause to burn [v] 

KIPPERED DEEIKPPR KIPPER, to cure fish by salting and smoking [v] 

KITTENED DEEIKNTT KITTEN, to bear kittens (young cats) [v] 

KITTLING GIIKLNTT KITTLE, to tickle (to touch lightly so as to produce tingling sensation) [v] 

KLUDGING DGGIKLNU KLUDGE, to put together from ill-fitting components [v] 

KNACKERS ACEKKNRS KNACKER, to exhaust (to use up) [v] 

KNACKING ACGIKKNN KNACK, to strike sharply [v] 

KNAPPING AGIKNNPP KNAP, to strike sharply [v] 

KNEADING ADEGIKNN KNEAD, to work into uniform mixture with hands [v] 

KNEECAPS ACEEKNPS KNEECAP, to maim by shooting in kneecap (bone at front of knee) [v] 

KNEELING EEGIKLNN KNEEL, to rest on knees [v] 

KNELLING EGIKLLNN KNELL, to sound bell [v] 

KNIGHTED DEGHIKNT KNIGHT, to make knight (medieval gentleman-soldier) of [v] 

KNITTING GIIKNNTT KNIT, to make fabric or garment by joining loops of yarn [v] 

KNOBBING BBGIKNNO KNOB, to provide with knob (rounded protuberance) [v] 

KNOCKING CGIKKNNO KNOCK, to strike sharply [v] 

KNOLLING GIKLLNNO KNOLL, to knell (to sound bell) [v] 

KNOTTING GIKNNOTT KNOT, to tie in knot (closed loop) [v] 

KNOUTING GIKNNOTU KNOUT, to flog with leather whip [v] 

KNUCKLED CDEKKLNU KNUCKLE, to hit with knuckles (joints of fingers) [v] 

KNUCKLES CEKKLNSU KNUCKLE, to hit with knuckles (joints of fingers) [v] 

KNURLING GIKLNNRU KNURL, to make grooves or ridges in [v] 

KOSHERED DEEHKORS KOSHER, to make fit to be eaten according to Jewish dietary laws [v] 

KOTOWING GIKNOOTW KOTOW, to kowtow (to behave in servile manner) [v] 

KOWTOWED DEKOOTWW KOWTOW, to behave in servile manner [v] 

KRAALING AAGIKLNR KRAAL, to pen in type of enclosure [v] 

KVELLING EGIKLLNV KVELL, to exclaim joyfully [v] 
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KVETCHED CDEEHKTV KVETCH, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

KVETCHES CEEHKSTV KVETCH, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

KYANISED ADEIKNSY KYANISE, to kyanize (to treat wood with type of preservative) [v] 

KYANISES AEIKNSSY KYANISE, to kyanize (to treat wood with type of preservative) [v] 

KYANIZED ADEIKNYZ KYANIZE, to treat wood with type of preservative [v] 

KYANIZES AEIKNSYZ KYANIZE, to treat wood with type of preservative [v] 

KYBOSHED BDEHKOSY KYBOSH, to kibosh (to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of)) [v] 

KYBOSHES BEHKOSSY KYBOSH, to kibosh (to stop (to discontinue progress or motion of)) [v] 

 


